
Bri$any Hodak: 
It's your responsibility as somebody who's asking for a feedback to have a real plan in place to not just fix 
something that went wrong with whoever took that survey and told you, but to do it in very close to real 
Bme. So, you've got to have complaint resoluBon workflows, you've got to escalate things in real Bme to 
people who have the power to fix them, because otherwise, it's more insulBng than if you had never 
asked at all. 

James Robert Lay: 
GreeBngs and hello. I am James Robert Lay. Welcome to the 131st episode of the Banking on Digital 
Growth podcast. Today's episode is part of the ExponenBal Insight series and I'm excited to welcome 
Bri$any Hodak to the show. Bri$any is the chief experience officer at Experience.com where they 
believe, well, experience is everything. Now, Bri$any is also an internaBonal keynote speaker and 
Entrepreneur calls her an expert at creaBng loyal fans for your brand because she is widely regarded as 
the go-to source on creaBng, and more importantly, retaining superfans. 

James Robert Lay: 
It is that point of superfans which is what I'm looking forward to exploring together with you, the dear 
listener today, because it is superfans that can massively help you maximize your financial brand or your 
fintech's future digital growth potenBal. Welcome to the show, Bri$any. It is so good to have you on 
today. Looking forward to the conversaBon because we're already having a lot of fun. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
Yeah. Thank you. I'm so excited to be here and thrilled that we're recording now. 

James Robert Lay: 
Yes. It took a while to get our schedules between just kids and family. But before we dive into superfans, 
I'm just curious, to start off on a posiBve note, what is one thing that you're excited about personally, 
professionally? It's always your pick. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
Right now, I'm so excited about a brand new keynote that I've been working on for Experience.com. I've 
been working on our thought leadership around the enBre idea of experience management and I'm 
really stoked about that right now. 

James Robert Lay: 
That's something that we'll probably come back to here in a moment. One of the things that caught my 
eye was just your own posiBoning, and it's something that you've been thinking about, even wriBng 
about, is this idea of a superfan. I think words have power, and more importantly than that, defining 
what this is. So, what is a superfan from your worldview? 

Bri$any Hodak: 
The simplest way that I could explain a superfan is a customer who creates more customers. It's 
somebody who loves what you do, who will be back, and who tells their friends to come check you out 
as well too. Whether you are talking about somebody in the world of sports or music or banking or 
mortgage, it's somebody who says, "I idenBfy with that and I'm going to become an advocate for it 
because all of the people around me in my life who I love should have this good thing in their life too." 

 



James Robert Lay: 
A customer who creates more customer, which is in fact the most trusted markeBng channel on planet 
Earth, is that referral from someone that you already like, know, and trust. We're shortening that cycle in 
another consumers buying journey that happens in their mind. This is why I think this conversaBon is so 
criBcally important because it really fits into the R of what we call the BANCER Strategy Circle. BANCER is 
an acronym, B-A-N-C-E-R. 

James Robert Lay: 
Build an audience with data, a$ract leads with personalized offers, nurture those leads with content and 
automaBon, convert them for loans and deposits, expand relaBonships by delighBng accounts, and then 
the R, repeat the process with raBngs, with reviews, and with referrals. So, I really like where just this is 
going to go today. You recently shared on LinkedIn... And really just about an hour ago, but it caught my 
eye. You shared that you learned a lot about customer experience from your dad, who you said was 
be$er than... just taking care of people, be$er than anyone that you've ever met. 

James Robert Lay: 
And he helped you fall in love with CX before you even knew what CX, customer experience, was, and 
just about everything else that you've learned on this side, customer experience, customer service, 
customer loyalty has come from your favorite adopted uncle, Shep Hyken. I'm curious, can you expand 
further into how these two minds helped to shape both your personal perspecBve as well as the 
experBse that you've gained on CX? 

Bri$any Hodak: 
Yeah, absolutely. Well, thank you for asking. I don't get to talk about my dad a lot, but my dad was my 
hero. He was awesome. His name was Jody and he was so loved by everyone. When I was a kid, my dad 
managed a restaurant, a Long John Silver's Express restaurant, and I always loved going in and si\ng in 
the booth and coloring or whatever it was I was doing and seeing how much my dad loved every 
employee at his restaurant. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
It was a lot of kids, it was a lot of teenagers and young adults, and he was so invested in all of those 
employees. He knew so many customers by name. And I loved that, as a kid to see everybody loves my 
dad, and I thought he had this big, cool, important job. Then when I was probably like 11 or 12, my dad 
started working at a car dealership. He was a sales guy for a while and he loved all the customers so 
much and everybody just wanted to work with him that he became the customer service manager, 
which I don't think the dealership had that job before my dad. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
So, he worked for the next, gosh, probably like 20 years at car dealerships. I remember as a teenager, I 
would go in and I would hang out with him on the weekend. A couple summers, I worked there earning 
money as a kid and I loved all of the customer loyalty and retenBon stuff that he was doing. I thought it 
was so cool he had this li$le printer in his office where he would print the free oil change cards for 
people, and if you bought a car, you could get free oil changes for life. That was one of the big markeBng 
things. I was like, "Wow! That's so cool. But why do you do that? Isn't it expensive?" 

Bri$any Hodak: 
My dad was like, "No, it's not." And he explained to me like the lifeBme value of a customer and ge\ng 
them to come back again and again and they're more likely to buy their next car there and their car is 
going to be in be$er shape because they've done a great job of keeping up with everything and so when 

 



you buy it to resell it. So, just learning about all these things. I remember also he would... this is probably 
like 20 years ago, but there was a recipe card, like postcard service that he subscribed to. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
Every Bme somebody bought a car, they would give them this really nice recipe card box that had some 
recipe cards in it. There were like postcard size. And he would say, "Keep this and every month you're 
going to get a new recipe," and they would always be seasonally correct. So, it was like some fun dessert 
for 4th of July or a barbecue for football season. I was like, "I don't understand this. What does this have 
to do with selling cars? Why are you doing this?" 

Bri$any Hodak: 
He said, "Well, in addiBon to hearing from their salesperson once a month," because there was the li$le 
scanned note to the buyer from whoever their sales person was, he was like, "When somebody moves, 
we get it back. It comes returned to us as non-deliverable, so we constantly have all of the addresses 
acer our customers move." And I was like, "What a cool thing to do!" So, just li$le things like that, and 
then obviously seeing how my dad would drop anything to help a customer. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
I remember he would go pick people up in the middle of the night because their car died or they locked 
themselves out of their car or whatever. So, before I really knew what customer experience even was, I 
had this amazing example of what it looked like to really serve your customer regardless of what industry 
you're in. Then my Uncle Shep, as I call him, Shep Hyken has been a hero of mine for years because I've 
been reading his books for decades. I think it was probably in the '90s when he published his first book 
that I read. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
And all through college, I was like, "Wow! This guy is such a customer service guru and I love everything 
he's saying about loyalty and retenBon." I had the opportunity to meet him earlier this year. And I'm kind 
of fan girl... Not kind of, I'm like superfan girls, and basically I was like, "You're going to be my uncle now. 
I love you. You're amazing." So, I've sort of made him be friends with me, but it's working out well. Like I 
said, he's accepted the adopted uncle role and it's good. 

James Robert Lay: 
I love it. I love the story. A couple of things that I just picked up on. Number one, very pracBcal for the 
dear listener... you're in bank markeBng, in sales, and service, is the recipe card box. Let's say you're an 
MLO, your mortgage, right? Someone buys a home, you give them a recipe card box, and then you mail a 
recipe to them every month. It's how you conBnue to build that relaBonship, because I think in the 
digital world, what so many people are concerned of is to making the intangible experience of digital, 
making it tangible. 

James Robert Lay: 
It's through these different touch points, these physical, tangible touch points, that we can keep coming 
back and ge\ng into their homes, literally all the way down to ge\ng into their kitchen, and it's just a 
friendly reminder that we're here to help guide you along your journey. So, I like that, number one. Then 
number two, you menBoned that your dad loved employees. He loved his employees. I'm curious to get 
your take on this because this is probably been my biggest aha moment observaBon coming out of... or 
really navigaBng through this COVID experience that we've all been journeying on together. 

 



James Robert Lay: 
When I wrote Banking on Digital Growth, I talked about two experiences. It was a formulaic approach to 
growth. DX plus HX equals growth. Digital experience plus the human experience will lead to growth. You 
can't have one without the other. They have to compliment. But looking back at COVID, there's another 
experience that we must consider, which is EX, the employee experience. You touched on this with your 
dad here. I would say how and why must EX be at the root of really the larger picture here, which is CX? 

Bri$any Hodak: 
Yeah. I'll answer the why first. The why is because superfandom is a two-way street. If you want 
somebody to be a superfan of you, you've got to be a superfan of them. You've got to show them that 
you care about them as a person. What we're seeing right now with employees, with this great 
resignaBon, as they're calling it, people don't feel that love. They don't feel like their employee cares 
about them as much as they care about that company. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
If you want to deliver amazing customer experience, you've got to have employees who buy into what 
you're doing, because any person in your organizaBon has the power to be not only the first, but maybe 
the last impression that your brand is going to make on that prospect or customer or maybe a former 
loyal customer who had a terrible experience, and because of that one experience goes to one of your 
compeBtors. That's really the why, is because employees are not going to deliver a be$er experience to 
your customers than they're ge\ng from their leadership. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
The how, I'm so glad you asked, the how is by having a really strong VOE, or Voice of Employee program. 
You've got to listen to your employees. You've got to have a real plan for collecBng their feedback, not 
just once a year, not just twice a year when you do senBment studies, but in real Bme. You've got to 
allow them to co-create the culture of your company. You've got to make sure they're aligned with your 
mission and your vision and your values and these things aren't just on posters in the boardroom walls 
or cheesy Zoom backgrounds. They have to be embodied by your employees. 

James Robert Lay: 
I like that point of co-creaBon because, what a prime opportunity to truly engage the internal team who 
will be a part of experience, whether that be in person or digitally. That's why the opportunity is to 
rewrite that formulaic approach. Now, we lead with EX. EX plus HX plus DX will lead to growth because a 
posiBve employee experience will lead to a posiBve human experience that can be delivered through 
obviously posiBve digital experience. 

James Robert Lay: 
But when you think about this idea of what's happening in banking, you have people who have built 
their enBre career around the physical world of brick and mortar, code has been a forcing funcBon into 
what the future could look like, that's made people a li$le bit scared and Bmid. When you think about 
everything that you've seen from the CX side over the last 12 to 18 months, what have been the trends 
that you've just noted at a macro level that the dear listener might need to be paying a$enBon to as 
then we look forward ahead to the future? 

Bri$any Hodak: 
I think one trend is businesses really waking up to the importance of this issue. This isn't something that 
can be priority number seven. This has to be priority number one. I think the other thing, especially in 
the financial world, is the reality that the long-form operaBonal survey is dead, right? If you are asking 

 



your customers to do a 20-quesBon survey, you already lost, right? That's not the world we live in 
anymore. It's not 1997. People don't want to sit down and take 20 minutes to tell you about an 
experience. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
People also don't want to take a short survey and then have nothing come out of it. They don't want to 
feel like it was all for nothing. I think one of the problems both with CX and EX is that companies look for 
feedback from the employee or the customer to make the journey of the next employee or the next 
customer a li$le bit be$er. While that is important, you're assuming that there's this altruisBc nature of 
the employee or customer and that they should take this customer survey just to help you, or they 
should give you their feedback as an employee just to help you get be$er. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
Again, as I said before, superfandom is a two-way street. So, it's your responsibility as somebody who's 
asking for feedback to have a real plan in place to not just fix something that went wrong with whoever 
took that survey and told you, but to do it in very close to real Bme. So, you've got to have complaint 
resoluBon workflows, you've got to escalate things in real Bme to people who have the power to fix 
them, because otherwise, it's more insulBng than if you had never asked at all. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
To ask your employees or your customers what they thought and then not follow up with them based on 
the feedback they give you is more insulBng than if you just hadn't asked what they thought in the first 
place. 

James Robert Lay: 
Well, because I mean, at that point, one of the bigger words that's been floaBng around in the space is 
empathy. If you ask for feedback, but then you fail to take acBon on it, I think it's why. Where's that 
roadblock? Is that an internal operaBon? Is it that we were doing this just for the sake of checking 
something off the list? I think this is the opportunity to make CX, and back to this point here, EX, a real 
part of the growth strategy model. 

James Robert Lay: 
As you were talking through before, reflecBng on just your dad's story and his experience around 
experience, one of the things you touched on was markeBng and sales and service. I think that's 
someBmes where things get a li$le bit siloed because historically, we viewed them as almost 
independent roles, independent areas of funcBonality. But when you think and you rise up and look at 
the CX level, it's not just markeBng, it's not just sales, it's not just service. We do a lot of digital secret 
shopping studies for financial brands. 

James Robert Lay: 
One of the things that we find is the experience that they have when someone visits your website for 
that very first Bme and they're considering maybe it's a mortgage or an auto loan or a credit card or a 
checking account or something, a small business product, that experience that they see really impacts 
how they feel. Then that's going to get then transiBoned down into the sales experience and then into 
the service experience. How do we empower really I think leadership teams, markeBng teams, sales 
teams, service teams, to rise up beyond the siloed nature of those three funcBons and look at the 
greater picture here. 

 



Bri$any Hodak: 
I love this quesBon and I am so glad you asked. The answer is you have to have not just a leader at the 
top, but your enBre C-suite aligned around the idea that CX is important to every department. The 
metrics that you're ge\ng from CX and EX have to be shared, they cannot be siloed. I think that's one of 
the real challenges that some of these more established brands have when they've got execuBves that 
are used to things operaBng in silos, because that's how they've done it for years and years or decades 
and decades. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
And the reality is, that is the past, that is not the future, and if you are not willing to change, you will 
lose. You have to adapt because never once in history has a customer said, "Oh, that was the markeBng 
department. Sorry, my bad. All right. I'm glad that you're the service department and now it's different." 
Or never once has somebody said, "Oh, I'm sorry that was the dev team. Okay, my bad, I forgot there's 
silos. This is a different team, so that's not going to affect what I think about you anymore." 

Bri$any Hodak: 
There is no delineaBon, no difference to a customer. A brand is a brand is a brand and every employee is 
a representaBve of that brand. So, you have to break down those silos because for customers, there is no 
delineaBon between digital and physical, between pre-sale and post-sale. It's all the experience. I like to 
say experience is everything and everything is experience. Every single thing is part of that totality of the 
experience. And that's why you can't have silos, because if you do, you're going to lose customers. 

James Robert Lay: 
When I think about the banking space, and it was one of the reasons that in Banking on Digital Growth 
we defined what experience is, and I'd love to get your take on this, it's well-defined systems and 
processes that have been, number one, strategically thought out, number two, applied, but most 
importantly, number three, conBnuously opBmized resulBng in one of two things, either a posiBve or a 
negaBve emoBon. 

James Robert Lay: 
It's this idea of opBmizaBon in the banking space that I feel it's a blue ocean for those that can commit 
coming back to your point about EX and CX and taking that data in real Bme and making these 
opBmizaBons. I'm curious though, what holds financial brands back from really leveraging this? What's 
that roadblock that they need to overcome, that hurdle that they have to cross here? 

Bri$any Hodak: 
I would say, one, is just a lack of customer centricity. To make any decision without having a customer 
representaBve at that table, whether that's a chief customer officer or a chief experience officer or 
somebody who talks to customers on a very regular basis, that's when you can go wrong, because you 
have a bunch of people making decisions who not only aren't the customer, but aren't talking to the 
customer on a very regular basis. So, it's easy to say, "Oh, this isn't a big deal," without talking to the 
people who are actually out there represenBng your brand, talking to customers all the Bme. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
As one example, when I moved about... gosh, I guess has been probably five years ago now, from New 
York to Tennessee, I had to get a new bank because my bank that I loved that was in New York, it didn't 
have any branches in Tennessee at the Bme. So, I went and I was like, "I need my personal bank account 
and I need a business bank account for my LLC." So, I opened an account with the bank that I won't 

 



name, but they were half a mile from my house and I was like, "Okay, they've got locaBons everywhere, 
they seem to have a decent reputaBon online." 

Bri$any Hodak: 
And I knew somebody, I had like a second degree LinkedIn connecBon that was a VP of the bank, and I 
was like, "Okay, cool." I realized acer I opened both of my accounts, I was trying to deposit a check and I 
was like, "There's something wrong with the app. I must have the wrong app or something. There's no 
opBon for mobile deposit." I called and I was like, "I'm trying to deposit this check and I can't," and they 
said, "Oh, that's on our roadmap for a couple of years from now." And this was in like 2019 that this 
happened. I was like, "What do you mean it's on your roadmap? It's 2019. You want me to drive to the 
bank with this check and hand it to a person like it's the 1970s? What?" 

James Robert Lay: 
It's interesBng. It's interesBng to hear you go through that story because it's on your roadmap that I 
think that's where there's a knowledge gap, a percepBon gap of what's going on in the "real world", 
because how does the experience of other brands i.e., the experience I have with Amazon or with 
Zappos or with Apple, how does that experience then set an expectaBon for how other digital 
experiences should be almost as a benchmark? We see the same thing with fintech even, right? 

James Robert Lay: 
So, how do we close that gap of expectaBon because I can tell you, parBcularly when I think about my 
wife, failed expectaBons lead to frustraBon? What can we do to maybe make it hurt a li$le bit less and 
make it feel more posiBve? 

Bri$any Hodak: 
Yeah. That's such a great point that you make because the expectaBons that we have are benchmarked 
against those big brands. It never in a million years would have occurred to me to say, "Do you have 
mobile check deposit?" Because I thought, "Of course you have mobile check deposit. It's not the '80s." I 
never in a thousand years would have asked that quesBon. So, yes, customers get expectaBons not just 
from you and not just from your direct compeBtors, but from everyone else in the world. So, it's not just 
I'm comparing you to the best banking experience I've ever had- 

James Robert Lay: 
Correct. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
... it's, well, if Domino's can tell me where my pizza is before it's even at my house, why are you telling 
me that you can't track something? Why are you telling me that this thing tracks a week? It's like the first 
Bme you take your kid to a hockey game and they sit on the glass, they're not going to react the same 
way when you go to another game and you're in the cheap seats, because they're like, "Wait, I thought 
we sat on the glass. I know glass seats are a thing and that is the experience that I now want because I 
know it exists." Customers are the same way. Once they have a taste of that good life, that's what they 
expect from everybody, not just people in that space. 

James Robert Lay: 
That's fantasBc. Once an experienced benchmark has been set, it's very hard for the mind to roll back 
into what life was like before. If you go back to what things were before, it doesn't... I'm going to use a... 
coming back to... It doesn't taste as good as it did before. One of the things that I've seen you write 

 



about is the Uber experience and your perspecBve here. What is one thing that financial brands can 
learn from just looking at what Uber has done from an experienBal perspecBve? 

Bri$any Hodak: 
I think personalizaBon and customizaBon, so the idea that not all 50,000 customers that you're going to 
email in this blast want the same thing. Cater to your customers, cater to where you know they're at in 
their lives and what they might want next. Don't just sort of say as a blanket, "This is how many new 
credit card people we're going to enroll this month, so we're going to blast everyone we have." Be 
intenBonal about the messages that you send. We all are on email blasts from retailers who are just like, 
"I'm going to send a million emails and blanket cover and maybe I'll hit somebody." Don't do that. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
Nobody in the world has ever been excited to see an email that didn't have content relevant to them in 
their inbox. It's so easy to get informaBon on your customers. It's so easy to ask them what they want 
and then to actually listen and give them the content that they need. So, by doing that, by delivering the 
digital experiences that are actually helpful to your customers and only showing up when you have 
something relevant to them or that you feel is a very strong likelihood that's going to be relevant to 
them, that's how you create trust. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
That's how you have that two-way street of superfandom that they can develop because you say, "I care 
about you as a person, not just you as an account number." 

James Robert Lay: 
That comes back to one of the big lessons that we teach, is put people at the center of all of your 
thinking, all of your doing. We call it human-centered growth, very similar like human-centered design. 
I'm curious, when looking out at the future, what are the biggest areas of opportunity that financial 
brands can either create or capture? You menBoned before Domino's and the pizza tracker. If Domino's 
can tell you where your pizza is in the process, and I know this, we know this from the research that 
we've done through digital secret shopping studies, mortgage for example, right? 

James Robert Lay: 
I apply for a mortgage, where am I in that process? Because that experience, you menBoned moving 
from New York down to... Ge\ng a mortgage has a lot of like uncertainty. So, if Domino's can do this, I'm 
very hopeful that financial brands can do the same thing because it would increase... Just le\ng people 
know where they are in the process. Very quick win. But from your mind, from your perspecBve, what 
are some of the greatest opportuniBes available for financial brands to either create, capture, or further 
to capitalize on as we move forward over the next... let's just say 12 months? 

Bri$any Hodak: 
I think what you just said is so key because I see this a lot with... especially in the mortgage space, but 
financial brands. They almost don't want to let the customer know what the whole journey looks like 
because they're afraid people will bail out, right? 

James Robert Lay: 
Yep. 

Bri$any Hodak: 

 



So instead of saying, "Here are the 17 steps," it's always, "Oh, we're almost there. Oh, we're almost 
there." So, what you end up doing is, yes, maybe somebody feels like they're far enough along that 
they're going to stay, but they end up having a terrible experience because it's so much more work than 
they had been led to believe, or it's so much harder. So, when you keep moving the goalposts for people, 
when you keep having them think that they're in the red zone and then you're like, "Oh, just one more 
thing. Just one more thing. Just one more thing," what ends up happening is they have a terrible taste in 
their mouth and it's a bad experience. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
And that's why you see so much turnover, especially in the mortgage space and with financial 
insBtuBons, because people are like, "Oh, that was awful. I never want to do it again," because what 
they think was, "Oh, that person that I worked with must be incompetent," or worse, "They were being 
decepBve. They lied to me. They led me to believe this was going to be easier, quicker, more pain-free 
than it actually was. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
So, I am a huge believer that if you build in that transparency, if you say, "Here's exactly what your 
experience is going to be," not only do you reduce the uncertainty and therefore the stress on the 
customer, but anybody that does go with another provider because they think your way is too hard, you 
will more than make up for in LTV by keeping those customers who are going to come back again and 
again, because they appreciate the transparency, they appreciate you educaBng them about the process. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
Especially when you're talking about mortgages, but I think to a lesser extent the first Bme somebody 
gets an auto loan or in any kind of big loan, they don't know what they don't know. People forget that 
their customers aren't an expert at these things, and so, skipping the steps, not le\ng people know 
exactly what's going to be expected of them and exactly what's going to happen in return leads to a lot 
of that fricBon that then results in that breakage of people being like, "Well, that was terrible. I'm never 
going to use this insBtuBon again." If you think about the LTV of somebody who's going to buy a bunch 
of houses and have a bunch of accounts, that's a huge mistake. 

James Robert Lay: 
I'm going to build up on that fact because we've just done some recent research for a client around this 
parBcular perspecBve. Number one, we have found that for financial brands, and even mortgage 
lenders, that put the process of what the buying journey looks like, step one, step two, step three, and 
literally spell it out, those websites tend to score higher when doing digital secret shopping studies. If 
you do a comparaBve of a before and acer, there's an increase actually not only in lic of posiBve feelings 
and emoBons, but directly correlated to that, conversions. 

James Robert Lay: 
But back to this point on the mortgage side, just some points for the dear listener, the average borrower 
purchases 11 mortgages in their lifeBme. 56% of loan officers do not respond to online inquiries. Just get 
that for a moment. Why would you not? You have someone in the pipe, call them back. And here's why 
you should call them back. 92% of borrowers buy from one of the first two lenders they speak with. So, 
speed is key. Then number three, number three is, back to your point about LTV, lenders only retain 18% 
of their customer base. 

 



James Robert Lay: 
I think the quesBons are, why? What can we do to bridge those gaps? Bri$any, this has been such a 
fantasBc converse, a lot of pracBcal things of a financial brand. I want to get even more pracBcal here at 
the end. Something financial brands, fintechs, can do on two sides of the coin, two sides of the equaBon. 
One, on the EX side of things, what's one thing that they can do to make progress on just opBmizing 
their EX, their employee experience, as they conBnue forward along the digital journey? And it could be 
something very, very small too. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
Well, I would say, if you don't have the what I like to call experience architecture for your company 
figured out, I mean, you can just email me, it's bri$any@experience.com, and I'll shoot you a copy of 
what we use that's very plaporm agnosBc. But it's all about creaBng what you need to not just a$ract 
the right people, but then to align them around what your brand is all about, enable them with 
everything they need to be successful, and then empower them to actually act on your behalf as an 
experience architect. So, there's four components to that EX part. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
Making sure that you have a VOE, or Voice of Employee program, that you're on a very regular basis 
figuring out what the pulse is because you never want to be the last to know when your best people are 
thinking about going somewhere else. If you're only talking to them at a performance review once a 
year, what's going to happen between March when something really bothered them and August to 
where you sit down and ask them about it? How many jobs have they applied for? How much money 
have you lost in lost producBvity because they no longer feel engaged? 

James Robert Lay: 
On engagement. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
So, you've got to have a consistent VOE program. 

James Robert Lay: 
I love that idea of the VOE because you hear a lot about VOC, voice of customer, but now we can bring 
that more internally. And here's my predicBon. I think EX will conBnue to grow in strategic importance 
over the next three to five years because we're going to realize how criBcal the feelings and the 
emoBons of our internal team members are and how those feelings and emoBons then get amplified 
externally to impact posiBvely or negaBvely the CX. And on that point, let's hop over there, ge\ng really 
pracBcal, what is one thing, something small, that financial brands can really commit to take to move 
forward along opBmizing their CX experiences? 

Bri$any Hodak: 
I would say, look at the enBre customer journey, look at the moments that ma$er, and ask yourself, are 
there gaps where there is an opportunity to get real insight into the way your customers are feeling that 
can allow you to improve their journey in the moment? Not a year from now, not six months from now, 
not 60 days from now. What are the quesBons that you can ask along the way in the moment to get real 
Bme CX to make impacpul changes? You just said that 18% of borrowers go back to their lenders, what's 
going wrong with the other 82%? Do you even know? Are you even asking the customers? 

 



Bri$any Hodak: 
If so, are you looking at the data and making the changes that you need to affect real change? Look at 
the enBre customer journey, and if you don't know where things are going wrong, then you really need a 
VOC program. You really need to start thinking about the quesBons to ask at the Bmes to change those 
outcomes. 

James Robert Lay: 
And if I was to build upon that thought, it's you build this experience review into your operaBonal model 
so that it's not a one-Bme acBvity, but it's something that is done conBnuously, maybe it's once a 
quarter, maybe for example you pick a product line. We're going to start with mortgage and we're going 
to benchmark mortgage, we're going to test mortgage, and then we're going to come back and we're 
going to re-apply the hypothesis and what did we learn from that? 

James Robert Lay: 
But to do so requires the ability to create space and Bme to escape the doing of work to then move into 
the review, to learn from the review process and reflecBon, and then to think about those key insights 
and then apply them to the next iteraBon. It's something that I see as a major operaBonal opportunity 
for financial brands as they conBnue forward to maximize their future digital growth potenBal. 

James Robert Lay: 
Bri$any, great conversaBon. If someone wants to conBnue the discussion that we started today... Which 
by the way reach out to Bri$any for that experience architecture that she was talking about. She gave 
me a sneak peek of it. I'm excited. I even understand it. And if I can understand something, that's a really 
good place to be, because I'm all about simplifying complexity. But when you simplify the complex, it's 
actually not a so simple journey. So, well done on that. How can someone connect with you, get that 
resource, or just tell you how low and conBnue to learn from you as you... You're sharing so much good 
stuff around CX and now even EX. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
Well, thank you. You can find me @bri$anyhodak on pre$y much any social plaporm. As I said before, 
my email address is just bri$any@experience.com. I don't think the markeBng team loves it when I come 
up with URLs on the fly for them, but I'm going to do it because I didn't promise that playbook. So, let's 
make it experience.com/playbook, and I'll have my team make that super awesome between now and 
when this airs. So, you can go to experience.com/playbook and download that experience architecture 
framework that I was talking to you about. 

James Robert Lay: 
There it is, experience.com/playbook. Grab a copy. Bri$any, thank you so much for joining me on 
another episode of Banking on Digital Growth. It's been a lot of fun. 

Bri$any Hodak: 
Yes, this has been so much fun. Thank you for having me. 

James Robert Lay: 
As always, and unBl next Bme, be well, do good, and make your bed. 

 


